
ACCOUNTING FOR TEACHING WITHIN SHIFTING DISCOURSES OF 
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY

ABSTRACT: 
          This paper examines the talk of one teacher 
immediately after an English lesson which I observed in a co- 
educational metropolitan private secondary school.  The teacher's 
account of her teaching of English is analysed in terms of 
versions of the discourse moral responsibility: the ways the 
teacher holds herself accountable for the students' learning or 
failure to learn in her classes. The discourse of moral 
responsibility is seen as dominant yet unstable in so far as it 
shifts and changes as it attains links with other discourses of 
literacy, gender and authority.  Analysis of the four associated 
discourses gives a clearer picture of how the teacher maintains 
moral responsibility for her teaching practices.  This way of 
critically analysing teacher talk enables teachers to look inside 
everyday life in classrooms to see how teachers and students are 
positioning each other. Awareness of discursive positioning may 
enable re-theorisation of future practice in terms of a different 
(more positive) understanding of the overarching discourse of 
moral responsibility.  Another potential benefit of this work 
with teachers is the use of insights of the analysis in teacher 
education.  Consequently, the often mentioned dichotomy of theory 
versus practice at the school and university sites may be 
disbanded in favour of a more harmonious and cyclical interaction 
of the two.

Introduction

Thomson (1994:192) argues that:

There is no such thing as practice without theory. 
Every action taken by a teacher in a classroom is 
underpinned by a theory of learning, regardless of 
whether that theory is held consciously or 
unconsciously. One text that I think teachers of 
literature ought to be able to read very well - and 
this is far more important than any literary text you 
choose to read - is your own classroom practice. (The 



switch to the second person is deliberate.)  And the 
major theme of this text that you need to interpret is 
the theory embedded in it.  If you can't read this 
text of your own practice, you are the victim of the 
covert ideology that, in turn, underpins the covert 
theory: and so, of necessity, are your students.

The analysis of my conversation with Mary, a secondary English 
teacher, immediately following an English lesson extends 
Thomson's (1994) suggestion in so far as it deconstructs her talk 
about teaching, reading and writing in that instance.  I am 
modelling a way of reading and theorising an account of teaching 

practice so that teachers will be able to do this for themselves. 
A further purpose of this analysis is to explicate some of the 
discourses that construct this teacher's version of teaching 
Subject English.   

The work of Silverman (1987) in conversation analysis with 
parents and teenage patients in medical clinics is a useful 
resource for the analysis of talk about classroom practice.  He 
found that people, especially caregivers, account differently in 
different situations.  Subsequent work by Baker and Keogh (in 
press) about parent-teacher interviews concerning teenage 
secondary school students has found along with Silverman (1987) 
that the very nature of the post practice `conversation' may 
provoke interviewees into taking up a morally responsible 
position for their practice.  Silverman (1987:240-241) found that 
parent-doctor discourse constructed moral versions of parenthood. 
He argues that within moral versions: `The twin appeals to
`responsibility' and `autonomy' can be seen as the repertoire of 
parent-doctor discourse'.  Baker and Keogh (in press) found in 
their analysis of parent-teacher interviews in the presence of 
the student, about whose work the interview was being conducted, 
that, `A number of exchanges in thgw and other interviews can be 
heard as implied charges and as defences or rebuttals (cf. 
Atkinson and Drew, 1979)'.

Certainly, the implicit agenda in the post-lesson conversations 
between the teacher and me was that she would account for her 
practices during the lesson and teaching generally.  With 
teachers, as is the case with the parents in the Baker and Keogh 
study, there is a high probability that they will account with 
moral responsibility because of their assumed duty of care 
towards those in their charge.  However, there is an important 
difference between my work with beginning English teachers and 
that of Silverman (1987) and Baker and Keogh (in press).  The 
difference is in the explicit understanding  between the teachers 



and me that the purpose of talk here is to critique and perhaps 
re-theorise practice. 

Reading Discourses

Mary's talk in the post-lesson conversation shows her immersion 
in at least four discourses, (cf. Kenway 1992), each of which is 
played out in the way she accounts for the way she teaches 
English. By discourse I mean, following Gee (1991:143):

...a socially accepted association among ways of using 
language, of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, 
and of acting that can be used to identify oneself as 
a member of a socially meaningful group or `social 
network', or to signal (that one is playing) a 
socially meaningful `role'.

As the following analysis of the post-lesson conversation 
transcripts shows, these four discourses are usually 
interrelated. Together they represent and construct Mary's 
English teaching practices. In this instance the dominant
discourse is that of the morally responsible teacher.  The 
discourses are marked by the use of linguistic features such as 
selected words and phrases, pronouns and metaphors.

Discourses of Moral Responsibility and Functional Literacy

In this section of the talk Mary reveals how she values two 
versions of the discourse of literacy. These versions are played 
out in her accounts of practice surrounding functional and 
critical literacies.

In order for Mary to reveal the discourses of moral 
responsibility linked to functional literacy, by which she means 
decoding and encoding, she has first to take up my positioning 
in the question at the beginning of our post-lesson conversation. 
When I ask:

...have you thought out a way in which you want to 
teach reading and writing ?

she replies:

...I know one of my weak points is that I don't know 
enough about the way people learn to read to help poor 
readers and I've got in my lower ((younger)) classes 
a lot of people well at least ( ) say ten out of sixty 



kids who I think need assistance and because we don't 
have a specialised person it sort of falls back on 
their English teacher.

Mary's uptake to my question above shows that she is positioning 
herself within the parameters of the discourse of moral 
responsibility for functional literacy which she can produce on 
this occasion.  It may be as Silverman (1987) argues that the way 
I have asked her to account for her practice constructs her as 
morally responsible.  Walkerdine (1984:193) on the other hand 
argues  that: 

The normative production of `good teaching' means that 
the teacher must experience herself as inadequate,
     feel guilty, anxious, insecure.  If the child has 
     failed, by implication the teacher's gaze has not been 
     total enough, she has not provided enough experience, 
     has committed the `sin' of `pushing' the child.

Although I do not think that this negative picture fits Mary's 
practice entirely, her selection of the phrase `one of my weak 
points' in her uptake to my question above suggests that she 
feels morally responsible for what she sees as inadequacies in 
her teaching particular reading and writing practices.

On the one hand, by using a personal anecdote, Mary is taking 
responsibility for her not having the expertise of a specialist 
resource teacher.  On the other hand, her words `we don't have 
a specialised person' show that she places part of the 
responsibility for students' functional literacy onto the school. 
The `assistance' she `need ((s))' is the school's acquisition of 
a qualified support staff member or the enabling of  her to 
acquire formal qualifications herself.  Her talk around the 
subject shows that she both claims and disclaims moral 
responsibility for students' literacy (see Baker & Keogh in 
press).

Later in this post-lesson conversation, Mary was given an `open' 

invitation from me to talk about her teaching, by choosing from 
a set of questions posted to her from me at the beginning of that 
year. I say to her:

ME:...You've basically seen those questions before 

MARY:  Yes



ME:...Perhaps you could pick and choose something to talk 
about there that you think's important at this stage 
((term 1, year 1, of your teaching career))

MARY:  Right well I guess my major concerns certainly in a 

school in the private system you don't necessarily 
have access to specialist resources to help with kids 
who have basic problems with literacy an..I have...I 
have to teach a dyslexic boy in Year 9 and um and
     other kids in Year 10 who have certain problems in 
     terms of word recognition and processing and stuff so 
     that's a major concern for me

It is important that she chose to talk again about her `major 
concerns' in terms of functional literacy as something which is 
important to her in the first term of her first year of teaching. 
Her anecdote about ` a dyslexic boy in year 9 and um other kids 
in year 10 who have certain problems in terms of word recognition 
and processing and stuff...' is a `major concern' for her because 
of lack of `specialist resources to deal with these problems'. 
Mary then proceeds to tell me that even though she is not 
qualified she practices responsibility for helping this boy to 
read in the following way.  I engage with her in this discourse.

ME:And you're not qualified to do that?

MARY:  [No     

ME:and you've got no resources to back you up on that?

MARY:  No just stuff I've read myself and talking to his mother 
and that sort of stuff um and just being very conscious in 
class how I present information and I always back it up 
orally... with the text with the text (sic) we were doing 
I went through parts of it and edited it down so that for 
every ten pages the kids would read he would read two which 
I think you can do up to Grade 10 but then I think it 
would.. you would run into lots of problems.

ME:Yes

MARY:  So a and we don't have very many texts on tape here we 

have a couple but not many
ME:So that would mean you doing that you would just supply 
them



MARY:  Yes Yes

It is important to note here how Mary's immersion in the 
discourse of moral responsibility can be charted in her  

selection of the first person pronoun `I' to  account for her
present responsibility she feels towards this Year 10 boy's 
learning.  Her use of the third person pronoun `you would run 
into lots of problems ((after Year 10))' emphasises the notion 
that she takes responsibility for the present only.  `You' 
denotes diminished responsibility after Year 10.

In the account of this lesson the discourse of assessment helps 
drive her literacy practices.  The time available in which to 
teach to the assessment tasks in Subject English also puts 
constraints on the kinds of literacies she offers students.  The 
following conversation between Mary and me examines how she feels 
the pressure of time which metaphorically is running out.  The 
time metaphor, (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 1980), enables her to 
retain her present position within the discourse of moral 
responsibility practices as functional literacy.  It also 
rationalises her changing her teaching plans so that the students 
will learn.   Because she feels responsible for the Year 10s she 
says:

...with my Year 10s I had to rewrite a unit because 
they're a difficult bunch and the stuff that I had 
orchestrated was not going to work.... .

Using the formulation `so you' I prompt Mary to explain more 
fully what she means by the statement above.  She then explains 
that, `Yes ((I)) had to do a bit of a well a fair bit of change 
in that particular unit'.  Again I engage with Mary in this 
discourse of moral responsibility by commenting that `That shows 
a lot of flexibility on your part to be able to do that ((change 
the unit))'.  Her response reflects the confidence she has in her 
decision to change her plans so that learning could occur.  She 
tells me:

Well it was just a matter of we either do this and 
it's a disaster or we change it so it was just..it was 
just the only thing to do.

In this instance Mary's accounting for `change' in her practice 
coincides with McLaughlin (1991) who found in his study of pre- 
service teachers that one of the most important ways that 
teachers in his study enacted caring was by altering the 



curriculum and the learning environment to keep students engaged 
in the task at hand.

Moral Responsibility and Critical Literacy

A critical reading of this teacher's account of her practice so 
far, must ask the following question: What other versions of 
literacy are not available? Recent work by Gilbert (1993), 
Lankshear (1994), and Morgan (1994), foregrounds the need for 
teachers to consider critical literacy as well as functional 
literacy in the teaching of Subject English.  One version of 
critical literacy enables teachers and students to consider the 
way language constructs social practice and social practice 
reflexively constructs language.  It also means making available 
to readers and writers the knowledge that all texts, especially 
those that appear to be neutral, construct reading positions (see 
Kress 1985). The following section of Mary's talk shows how 

enabling her students to read texts critically is also of concern 
to her.

ME:I have to ask this.  The novel ((One Flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest)) you were doing today really is amazingly. I mean you 
are qualified for that in many ways I mean your previous 
profession and the fact that you're an English teacher 
would you like to talk a bit about that how how

MARY:  Aw right how I approached the text?

ME:Yes in terms you were talking to them that you bring all 
your experiences and you talked about the nurse bringing 
her professional experience to bear on what she was saying 
so it immediately occurred to me that what you were saying 
is coming from your social work background as well
 

MARY:  Yes well the..the text I like but again in terms of and 
     we did some work on this in class about the construction of 
characters mainly through their sexual identity I see as 
being a huge problem of text ((laughter)) and just the 
whole gender issue is one I have..I have a big problem with 
the book um and you know that sort of they ((the students)) 
know that we talked about that and in terms of how 
characters had been constructed.

ME:In terms of ideologies or discourses?



MARY:  Yes in terms of this..purely their sexual um identity

ME:Yes uh huh It's ama..do they understand what you are do.. 
((are)) saying

MARY:  Yes Yes uh because there's so much evidence of it in 
the book some of them certainly said you know that they 
believed all the characters portrayed were extreme so 
that for them that wasn't a problem but you know 
they..we..were just mainly doing stuff on how things are 
constructed and that they're not givens because again 
that's another problem of the.. ((assessment task)) the 
comparing the genres the ((psychiatric hospital)) is a 
given this is yeh this ((the novel)) a construction and 
so that's another thing

Here Mary is using her cultural identity as a social worker to 
teach a version of Subject English framed in critical literacy. 
As a member of the discourse of moral responsibility related to 
critical literacy she is able to construct a positive identity 
as a concerned teacher. This identity contrasts with the negative 
`normative' production of good teaching presented by Walkerdine 
(1984:193).

Discourses of Moral Responsibility and Gender 

The way Mary accounts for her teaching gender, theorised with 
critical literacy, is modified by a shift in her discursive 
practice in her accounts of her relations with the students. 
During the conversation I felt it appropriate to point out to her 
that only one of the four girls in the class of eighteen spoke 
to either her or the class group during the lesson.  This 
contrasted sharply with the boys' more vocal contributions 
throughout the lesson.  

ME:Gender is something that you're aware of both in texts and 
when you're teaching....  A typical a good example in there 
would be what is it fourteen boys and four girls? 

MARY:  Yes



ME:Now I noticed that E------ was really the only girl

MARY:  Oh she's the only girl who's ever, who's confident to 
speak

ME:And she also, my observation was that when she did speak 
she was listened to and when she did talk about her writing 
it was received extremely well because it was very good. So 
would you like to talk about what..what's happening in 
there you know in relation to you and in relation to the 
class?.

MARY:  Right. With um the..most of the contact that I have say 
with the girls especially is..is one on one that seems 
to be the environment where they respond or learn best 
and that they don't feel comfortable ( ) a lot of the 
time sort of volunteering stuff.

ME:Like the boys do?
 
MARY:Yes

ME:Like that blonde boy, A----- I think his name was

MARY:  Yes he's sort of hyperactive um yes... 

Mary respects the girls' practice of not talking in class because 
`that seems to be the environment where they respond or learn 
best...'.  On the one hand, Mary is acquiescing to the girls' 
wishes and enabling them to learn in a different (quiet) 
environment from that of the boys.  Using critical discourse 
analysis, a different reading of this classroom pedagogy is that 
in engaging with the girls in a conspiracy of silence, Mary helps 
to make the girls auditorily and bodily invisible (cf. Spender 
1982; Gilligan 1982).  She is conspiring with the girls to 
maintain a hidden position in the classroom. On the other hand, 
as Ellsworth (1989:307) points out, emancipatory pedagogy, such 
as forcing the girls to talk publicly can be seen as `the 
teacher's use or misuse of authority'.  The female students may 
not engage in dialogue because they do not wish.  Mary says she 
respects those implicit wishes. This could be read as another 
positive example of morally responsible `good' teaching.  Either 
way, as Baker and Davies (1989:75) suggest:

Methods of analysing the cultural and social logic 
behind gender talk in classrooms (and elsewhere in the 
everyday world) needs to be made available in teacher 
education programmes and in other educational sites 
where gender discourses are generated.



Gilbert (1994:1) has examined `speech genres and speech patterns 
in classrooms' from the perspective of critical discourse theory. 
She points out the two contradictory discourses which often 
construct and re-present women as speaking subjects in society. 
On the one hand, there is the negative construction of women who 
are never silent. In contrast there is the privileged position 
of women who are mostly silent but are good listeners and 
supporters of others', usually male, talk. 
 
Mary then went on to explain how she publicly values one 
particular girl's as well as one particular boy's (who is 
repeating Year 12) written work as is shown in this extract:

MARY:...so with that and because like half of the class their 
writing is sort of pretty atrocious.... if I'm doing any 
sort of example work then say someone like M----- or E--- 
-- I generally use as the pres.. the people that we will 
work with.

ME:As say models? Extra models?

MARY:  Yes as samples yes because I know one that there won't 
be anything revolting in it and I know that it will be a 
good starting point and that hopefully the others 
will..will pick up something from that and then with the 
more problematic areas we deal with that sort of one on 
one.

Continuing a critical reading of this teacher's gendered 
classroom practice, the discourse of moral responsibility in 
which Mary is immersed, values one of the  girls as well as one 
of the boys as vocally and bodily absent subjects in their 
writing. The `voice' attributed to the girls especially was 
through writing.

Even if her classroom practices are inequitable, her version of 
moral responsibility caters for differences in subject positions 
in the classroom.  She selects the class writing models partly 
from a moral perspective based on considerations of `goodness'; 
`there won't be anything revolting in it'.  She makes this 
selection so as to ensure that `the others will pick something 
up from that',  but as she says in the extract above, this is 
only `a good starting point'.  In other words, she still feels 
responsible to do more than use the good work of selected 
students as models.  She accounts for her added moral
responsibility for the students' learning by dealing with the 
`more problematic areas' ... `one on one'.



She offers one on one help to all male and female students.  In 
a further account below of her teaching, Mary assures me by her 
repeated use of the word `enjoy' that the way in which she 
constructs or organises the classroom activities on gender terms 
is part of the real world of teaching for her. 

ME:It's just interesting because the other girls they were 
working they didn't talk to anyone else 

MARY:  [Oh no]

ME:    but they weren't offering um to become vocal about 
          anything at all

MARY:  But in the small groups that they do some work in 
they tend to..you know they..they enjoy small group 
and they enjoy one on one and they seem to enjoy the 
class when I've spoken to them but they don't yes 
they..they don't yes they don't offer anything unless 
I nominate and I rarely nominate in that class because 
there's usually a lot of people who won't say 
anything.  Sometimes I do.

She implies here that part of the responsibility she feels as an 
English teacher is for her female students to `enjoy' `small 
group' work, `one on one' and `the class'.  Nominating the girls 
to `offer' may disrupt their enjoyment so she refrains from that 
practice with them.  A possible  reason for her perpetuating this 
practice is her personal investment in student focussed learning 
situated within a personal growth pedagogical framework (cf. 
Walkerdine 1984). She does not account for the girls' silence in 
the whole class situation as `a much easier and safer position 
for girls to occupy, and a position exonerated' (Gilbert 1994:7). 
Enjoyment is not a concern within the teaching/learning practices 
for the more vocal boys. 
 
Discourses of Moral Responsibility and Authority

Attention to `good' peadagogy has been nominated by Walkerdine 
(1984) as an important part of the classroom work of teachers. 
The way in which Mary participates in the discourse of authority 
is seen in the way she accounts for her position of acceptance 
within the school site as a new member of the teaching 
profession.  In the staffroom, she accounts for herself with 
confidence.   My conversation with Mary shows how her  awareness 
of her professional authority is linked to a discourse of moral 
responsibility in the sense of being cared for by the other staff 
at the school. 



ME:Yes O.K. How you're you know you've worked for years in in 
a um another profession how do you feel about being a first 
year teacher

MARY:  Oh I really like it well I mean I really like doing 
what I'm doing I don't they all think yes I just they all 
think I've been teaching for quite a few years and stuff

ME:They being the kids?

MARY:  Yes all the students ah so (  )

ME:The teachers in the staffroom?

MARY:  Oh that's yes that's fine yes they're a very sort of 
supportive bunch here and very there's a lot of 
sharing of resources and what not and sort of ideas in 
terms of discipline and stuff so yes it's certainly 
not a threatening environment to be in and I don't but 

then at ((prac school)) I don't I think if you feel 
new then you are new but I don't feel new so I'm not 
new I sort of believe in that self fulfilling prophesy 
business and I've been fairly conscious of how I the 
sort of teacher that I am in that it changes from
     class to class that I'm y..I do have a pa..a very 
     rigid persona certainly for the lower grades in terms 
     of what goes on and what doesn't.

ME:Is that a teaching persona not a Mary persona it's a 
teaching persona?

Her phrase `if you feel new then you are new but I don't feel new 
so I'm not new' typifies the confident way she practices 
authority.   

Her `automony' in her own authority to be accepted as a competent 
teacher is marked by certain words and phrases which make links 
with a discourse of moral responsibility (cf. Silverman 1987). 
Speaking of her relationship with the staff she selects words 
such as `they're a really supportive bunch here', `there's a lot 
of sharing of resources...and sort of ideas in terms of 
discipline', `it's certainly not a threatening environment to be 
in'.  My observation of Mary's teaching relationship with 
students during this lesson could be described in the same way 
that she accounts for her positioning by and within the 
staffroom: supportive, sharing, non-threatening.  In an 
intergenerationally resonate manner, the care which Mary receives 



from her colleagues is passed down to her students through her 
morally responsible classroom practices.

Conclusions 

The talk itself does not show that Mary is explicitly aware that 
the four interrelated discourses, moral responsibility, 
literacies, gender and authority construct her identity as an 
English teacher.  Teachers' knowledge of all four discourses is 
important in so far as it has the power to reconstruct those 
practices which can make a difference to the teaching of Subject 
English. One instance in particular could be the awareness of the 
discursive shifts from morally responsible/functional literacy
to morally responsible/ critical literacy. Even though this 
teacher is constructing new ways of teaching reading and writing 
with her students, she does not fully account for, or describe 
these practices in terms of current theories about language and 
discourse analysis. 

Baker and Davies (1989) earlier call for teacher education to 
include analysis of classroom talk is an important way of 
ensuring teachers  that teachers consider reading their own 
classroom texts.  Mellor and Patterson's (1991:20) suggestion 
that we make `the processes of its [classroom practice] 
construction available for analysis' is a later call for reading 
the work teachers do in classrooms.  An added consideration may 
be as argued by Thomson (1994) that it is beneficial for teachers 
to be shown ways of analysing their own classroom talk so as to 
`theorise' instances of practice.  It may then follow that 
teachers are able to construct new classroom practices based on 
the analysis of preliminary ones: deconstruction leading to 
reconstruction from different discursive position.

Correspondence: Greer Johnson, Faculty of Education, Griffith 
University, Messines Ridge Road, Mt. Gravatt Campus, Brisbane, 
Australia 4122. 

TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS

((  ))transcriber's description
boldmy emphasis for purpose of discussion of
relevant sections
( )pause, not timed
MARYpseudonym of the teacher
..very slight pause
...material deleted
[latched talk                 
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